DAILY EXCURSIONS & TOURS

A ROAD TRIP TO GREEK HISTORY

Travel to a unique experience, to Ancient Greece, to Modern Greece, to our Greece!

BOOK ONLINE
www.ammonexpress.gr

live it with us daily!
AMMON EXPRESS was founded in the winter of 2016, is an innovative company which consists of experienced professionals with fresh ideas and strong experience in the field of Greek Tourism and Culture, responding to the demands of the society and the new technologies.

In the summer of 2017, the excursions of AMMON EXPRESS start from the city of Thessaloniki, where the headquarters are also situated. It aims to enhance and contribute positively to the growth of Greek cultural tourism, changing the current image in a modern way.

The experience in this sector, the knowledge of the object, the connection with the Greek and International market and the support of the activities with the use of modern technology, are the basic tools of the AMMON EXPRESS team.

This very dynamic is explicitly shown in the name of our company, that derives from ‘Ammon Zeus’, a name that is connected directly not only with the greatest of the ancient greek olympian gods, Zeus, but also with the greatest greek military commander, Alexander the Great.
4 steps

4 Benefits

Excursions on a daily or weekly basis, direct online reservation, Inexpensive and direct routes.

ONLINE
- 24 Hours/7 Days
- No extra charges
- Payments security

LOW COST
- Best Price Guarantee
- English speaking trip attendant
- Free travel insurance

EXPRESS
- Daily trips
- Quick boarding
- Without stopovers

EASY TRANSFER
- 5 starting points
- Pre-booked museum entrance on the bus
- E-check in
BACK TO THE “ROYAL” PAST!

VERGINA plus PELLA
A roadtrip to the land of ALEXANDER THE GREAT

Excursion back in history to the Macedonian Kingdom of Alexander the Great and Philip II.

The archeological treasures of the glorious Macedonian Kingdom of Alexander the Great and his father, Philip II invite you to a unique trip to meet them closely, bringing up in light a piece of the lost prestige of the Ancient Macedonian capital of Aigai.
Enjoy a full relaxation program with the therapeutic characteristic of the healing hot springs of Pozar in the fascinating external natural pools, just where the nature established an absolute scenic landscape with the view of Mount Voras, northwest of Aridaia. The healing waters spewed out in a constant temperature of 37° C that sets a feeling of body well-ness.

The water of the healing springs is also known for the drinking therapy, to be able to drink the water for body healing.

The characteristics of the water can heal the following diseases: Rheumatoid arthritis, malfunctions in the Circulatory and Respiratory system, Kidney diseases (such as kidney stones), Skin conditions (eczema etc.). All these can be found in the altitude of 400 meters against a fascinating landscape by your side. Don’t miss it!

And if you don’t get enough from this natural beauty and relaxation, the city of Edessa will get you off the ground with the biggest waterfalls in Balkans! The water falls from 70 meters high, producing fascinating vapor clouds! Don’t miss it!
A few natural landscapes let a traveler so touched as an excursion to the majestic Meteora. The gigantic rocks with their breathtaking volume and height, as they sharply arise in the edge of a big flatland, interrupt the normal landscape like they were unreal, form part of an impressive geological phenomenon that you can’t miss the chance to observe closely. Moreover, the human intervention in this eerie scenery is astonishing: Monasteries built in the highest peaks of the rocks, seem like they are hanged between the earth and sky, between the human and the divine. In 1989, Meteora was added in the list of the World Heritage Sites of UNESCO. Once in a lifetime experience!

METEORA plus KASTRAKI (KALAMPAKA)

The most BREATHTAKING place of the world

BACK TO THE “SPIRITUAL” HISTORY!

MUST
Visit
Enjoy a full relaxation program with the therapeutic characteristic of the healing hot springs of Pozar in the fascinating external natural pools, just where the nature established an absolute scenic landscape with the view of Mount Voras, northwest of Aridaia. The healing waters spewed out in a constant temperature of 37° C that sets a feeling of body well-ness.

The water of the healing springs is also known for the drinking therapy, to be able to drink the water for body healing. The characteristics of the water can heal the following diseases: Rheumatoid arthritis, malfunctions in the Circulatory and Respiratory system, Kidney diseases (such as kidney stones), Skin conditions (eczema etc.). All these can be found in the altitude of 400meters against a fascinating landscape by your side.

Don’t miss it!

Ideal destination for nature lovers in a full day excursion close to rare species of birds and animals!

Day trip to Lake Kerkini, a protected wetland habitat which hosts many rare species of birds and animals. Among many species, admire the beautiful Flamingos and the magnificent Buffalos that walk nearby you!

All these combined with the wonderful view of Mount Beles and the majestic valley of Serres. Ideal excursion for nature lovers, where you can enjoy a boat ride through the lake. Don’t miss this experience!

KERKINI LAKE plus Eco Tourism
One of the oldest MIGRATORY STATION of birds

The highlight of the winter
Ancient city of Dion
Our team shall welcome you, host you and travel you to a unique experience!

Our excursions include an English-speaking trip attendant. The trip attendant provides you with many interesting information about the destinations.
### Walking Talking Food
Duration of walking talking food: **11:30 - 13:30** (in front of Le Palace art hotel)
Duration of cooking class: **2 hours: 12:00 - 14:00**

### Destinations
- **Meteora plus Kastraki (Kalampaka)**
  - Tickets: 55€
- **Vergina plus Pella**
  - Tickets: 50€
- **Edessa plus Pozar**
  - Tickets: 50€
- **Olympus plus Dion**
  - Tickets: 45€
- **Wine tasting plus Byzantine Veria**
  - Tickets: 40€
- **Kerkini Lake - Eco Tourism**
  - Tickets: 45€

### Gastroonomy
- **Walking Talking Food**
  - Tickets: 30€
- **Cooking Class**
  - Tickets: 30€

### Bus Stops
- White Tower: 08:00
- Makedonia Palace: 08:05
- Aristotelous & Egnatia (Venizelos Statue): 08:15
- Capsis Hotel: 08:20
- The Met Hotel: 08:25

### Special Offers
- **ON DEMAND:** A new section is available in our website. Select your “on demand” excursion and enjoy our VIP services.
- **TAILOR MADE:** Do it yourself! Schedule your own trip and we will make it happen.

* The above timeline, except for the first stop, is approximate.
* AMMON EXPRESS reserves the right to change the departure time up to 1 hour.
* EASY CANCELLATION UNTIL 48 hours before departure and FREE TRANSFER to another DATE.
* INFANTS from 0 - 2 years old - FREE of CHARGE, without seat.
* CHILDREN from 3 - 12 years old - 50% discount.
* Travel insurance for FREE.
* For more updates visit our website.

### Additional Information
- Bring your swimsuit and towel
- Enjoy local wines in a fine winery
- Visit archaeological sites
- Explore nature

**Check our special offers in our website**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUS STOPS</th>
<th>White Tower</th>
<th>Makedonia Palace</th>
<th>Aristotelous &amp; Egnatia (Venizelos Statue)</th>
<th>Capsis Hotel</th>
<th>The Met Hotel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>TUE</td>
<td>WED</td>
<td>THUR</td>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>SAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFANTS</td>
<td>08:00</td>
<td>08:05</td>
<td>08:15</td>
<td>08:20</td>
<td>08:25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Entrance to sights not included**

**Check our special offers in our website**

**Special Offers**
- 25% Discount up to
OLYMPUS plus DION

Excursion back in history, the civilization and the traditional heritage looking upon the MYTHICAL MOUNTAIN of the 12 Gods of Olympus!

The ancient cultural heritage of the ancient city of Dion is combined with the traditional beauty of the foothills in the Mythical Mount Olympus. We visit the museum and the archeological site of Dion. Then we enjoy traditional food and coffee in an entirely picturesque landscape. Later we head for a short hike right into the enchanting sceneries of Mount Olympus where nature and mythical element become one!
Wine Tasting plus BYZANTINE VERIA
Veria, the land of CULTURE and RELIGION

We travel among Christian, Byzantine and Contemporary culture discovering monuments lying in front of us with basic pillar the various culture relations between the city of Veria and the great cities of the Byzantine Period, accompanying our excursion with the ancient philosophy of viticulture, enjoying the variety of local wines in a fine winery.
Walking - talking food

Feel the energy of Thessaloniki’s historical city center with all your senses while enjoying its culinary by walking and tasting some of the best local products with the flavor of Traditional Greek cuisine. We will lead you to the most exciting hot spots in the city and talk about the history of each specialty you will taste.

Live the most tasty experience with Ammonexpress!
On Demand

Choose between several excursions for an advanced trip! Just pick your group of friends or family and one out of many well prepared destinations in order to live a different experience beyond our standard weekly program. Our professional team can setup a custom trip for you such as Lake Kastoria, Xanthi traditional town, a Full Day Wine Tasting experience, Edessa waterfalls etc. The reservations can be made according to availability.
Tailor Made

Create your perfect holiday trip fun and easy!
Make your trip planning easy and stress-free. Tell us what you would like to do and where you would like to go, and we will prepare an itinerary excursion which exactly matches your preferences.
Tailor-made tours offer you the flexibility to choose your own path.
You can decide where and when to travel.

Pack in any locations of the weekly program and some free time to explore, on your own terms. We have a tight-knit tailor-made team of experts to give advice and assist you to craft the ideal trip.
The most interesting think while traveling in a new land is to enjoy its gastronomy. Our cooking class provides an impressive experience in Greek traditional cooking and culture. Use all the tips and tricks that the chef Antonis Theodorakis from Le Palace Art Hotel will give you during the cooking class and then taste your own, handmade creations in a very pleasant environment at the restaurant “La Salle” of Le Palace Art Hotel, in the city center of Thessaloniki.
Check our special offers in our website